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Abstract: Nowadays, reliability life-stress models have been marked under the assumption that stress level must be constant 
during device performance. But actual models do not work efficiently when stress factor is variable. Thus in this paper is 
presented a Reliability Life-Stress voltage model which incorporates electrical harmonics effects modeled by compact form 
of Fourier series. The proposed model is developed by combating Cumulative Damage Model and Inverse Power Law. The 
parameters of the model are estimated using maximum likelihood. A case study for residential devices with high harmonic 
generation rate is presented. Since, for an electrical and electronic device failure times follow exponential distribution, in this 
paper, the time varying stress which based in Markov’s properties is traded as equivalent constant stress. The Model 
application shows the performance of equipment submitted by electrical harmonics and determines the reliability indexes 
better than constant life-stress relationship. Also solution of the model provides via characterization life how the electrical 
harmonics affects the device performance and its critical reliable analysis. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Reliability engineering is a quality tool that is defined according to the ISO8402 standard as "The ability of an item 

to perform function for which it was made, under conditions and operating environment established during a given time 
period". To achieve this goal it used models that are able to describe the behavior of product during operation time. These 
models are known as life-Stress relationship, a review of these can be seen in Escobar & Meeker, (2004).  

Principal condition of Life-Stress relationships is that stress levels accelerating failures of products must remain 
constant. This kind of stress profile has been widely accepted when ALT experiments are made to calculate the products  life, 
but in reality devices are submitted to many sources of stress variations and that is because variation are a natural part of 
systems. Nelson, (1990) has defined different types of stress variation that can be subjected at the time products are used by 
customers or by nature of the device. One of cases mentioned by this classification is time-varying stress, different 
methodologies have been developed to analyze this phenomenon into several applications and scenarios of time-varying 
stress, like thermal and voltage. That fact is because these two types of stresses are more commonly into reliability analysis.  

This paper discusses and presents a reliability model that incorporates variable voltage as part of the analysis in the 
estimation of the average life of electronic products. For this it is necessary to know what kind of voltage variation affects 
device performance, Seymore (2006) has established seven types of variations that occur in the power supply lines. 
Following that information, it is found that electrical harmonics are highly important on electronic devices. Proposed model 
is develop by combining Cumulative Damage Model and Inverse Power Law. Also it was assumed that the failure time 
follow an exponential distribution which best describes the behavior of electronic devices. The formulation of electrical 
harmonics were written by the compact form of the Fourier series. 

The results of this study can be applied to current or voltage conditions that are major sources of damage to 
electronic devices. Also with this kind of studies is possible to understand and to improve reliability when the harmonics 
appear into the device. 
 

 
2. Model Construction 

 
This section is divided in two parts in order to understand better the proposal model. The first part describe electrical 

harmonics, as it is produced,  mathematical expression that will be used to set a stress profile into reliability model, and the 
effects of harmonics into an electronic device.  

The second part describes the proposal reliability model and clarifies how the electrical harmonics can be used to 
establish an analysis following these phenomena. 
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